
All Saloon Models From 1971 To 1983 Sprint
Models From 1976 To 1989 Essential
In the world of automobiles, there are certain models that stand the test of time
and leave an enduring legacy. One such group is the saloon models
manufactured between 1971 and 1983, with the sprint models specifically created
between 1976 and 1989. These two decades formed a significant period in
automotive history, with numerous iconic vehicles rolling off the assembly lines.
From sleek and stylish designs to powerful engines, these saloon and sprint
models have become essential classics for car enthusiasts all over the world.

1971-1983 Saloon Models

The period from 1971 to 1983 witnessed a remarkable evolution of saloon
models. The automotive industry witnessed the birth of several legendary
vehicles that are still revered by collectors and enthusiasts today. From the
"Muscle Car" revolution to the of fuel-efficient compact sedans, this time span
witnessed a diverse range of saloon models.

One such notable saloon model is the Ford Pinto, introduced in 1971. This
compact car was known for its affordability and fuel efficiency, making it popular
among budget-conscious buyers. The Pinto's distinctive design and economic
appeal made it a significant player in the saloon market during this era.
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Another iconic saloon model from this time period is the Chevrolet Impala. With
its spacious interiors, powerful engines, and smooth handling, the Impala quickly
became a symbol of luxury and class. Its popularity led to several iterations, each
with its unique features and upgrades.

The Volkswagen Beetle, which had already gained immense popularity since the
1960s, continued to be a sought-after saloon model during the 1970s. Its
compact size and quirky design added to its appeal, making it a favorite among
urban dwellers and those looking for a reliable yet stylish vehicle.

Other notable saloon models from this era include the Chrysler Cordoba, the
AMC Gremlin, and the Toyota Corolla. Each of these vehicles had its own
distinctive features and played a significant role in shaping the saloon market
between 1971 and 1983.

1976-1989 Sprint Models

As the automotive industry advanced, the need for speedier and more
exhilarating vehicles also grew. The sprint models introduced between 1976 and
1989 answered this call, offering enthusiasts the thrill they craved. These sprint
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models were designed to provide superior performance, with enhanced engines
and aerodynamic designs.

One of the most notable sprint models from this era is the Porsche 911 Turbo.
The 911 Turbo introduced a new level of performance to the sprint market, with its
turbocharged engine and sporty handling. It quickly gained a reputation for being
a driver's dream, providing an unparalleled driving experience.

Another iconic sprint model is the Chevrolet Camaro Z28, introduced in 1977.
The Z28 boasted a powerful V8 engine, improved suspension, and aggressive
styling. With its eye-catching appearance and raw power, the Camaro Z28 quickly
became an icon of the American muscle car industry.

Ford Mustang enthusiasts were not left disappointed during this period either,
with the of the Mustang Cobra in 1979. The Cobra variant featured a high-
performance engine, upgraded suspension, and distinctive body modifications. It
became a symbol of power and speed, capturing the hearts of adrenaline junkies
and car enthusiasts alike.

Additional sprint models that gained recognition during this time include the
Dodge Charger Daytona, Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, and Buick Regal GNX.
These models showcased the innovation and engineering excellence prevalent
during the late 70s and 80s, solidifying their spot in the annals of automotive
history.

Why All Saloon Models from 1971 to 1983 and Sprint Models from
1976 to 1989 Are Essential

These saloon and sprint models from 1971 to 1983 and 1976 to 1989,
respectively, remain essential for several reasons. Firstly, they represent an era of
significant innovation and design evolution in the automotive industry. The



technological advancements during this time paved the way for future
developments and influenced the design of cars to come.

Moreover, these models have become timeless classics due to their unique
styling and popularity among car enthusiasts. Many collectors covet these iconic
vehicles, and the demand for well-preserved examples continues to soar. The
limited production numbers and scarcity further contribute to their allure and
rarity.

Beyond their aesthetic appeal, these saloon and sprint models offer a glimpse
into the cultural and historical context of their time. They symbolize an era of
progress and changing attitudes towards automobiles, reflecting the societal
shifts of the period.

In , the saloon models produced between 1971 and 1983 and the sprint models
manufactured between 1976 and 1989 hold a special place in the hearts of car
enthusiasts. From the sleek and stylish designs of the saloon models to the
adrenaline-inducing power of the sprint models, these vehicles have left an
indelible mark on the automotive industry. The ongoing fascination and demand
for these classics highlight their essential status, ensuring their timeless appeal
for generations to come.
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This Essential Buyer’s Guide leads you through the process of buying an Alfasud,
from whether this is the right car for you, what it’s like to live with and what it will
cost you to run, to which version and engine is best for you and what you should
be paying for it.

Having helped you decide these factors, this guide then takes you through the
buying process. It explains what equipment you’ll need when you go to view a car
and shows you how to quickly determine whether to look at a particular car in
more detail or to just simply walk away.

A comprehensive and thorough evaluation section, with a points scoring system,
lets you fully assess a prospective purchase and detailed illustrations show
exactly what to look for. With advice on paperwork, buying at auctions and
thorough and clear advice on restoration, every aspect of sourcing your car is
covered.

Having led you to your perfect car, the Guide goes yet further to give you all the
contact information you'll ever need to get involved with the Alfasud-owning
community allowing you to make the most of your new pride and joy!
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